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Q. 1. A: Choose the correct option: (5)

i. The SPECIAL RELATIVITY deals with
a). Dynamics b). Uniform motion c). Any motion d), None ofthese

ii. The FOUR VELOCITY is defined by

dx” dx” -dx”
a). -- b). -1- c). --- d). Both a 8; c

dt dx‘ dz'
hi. The TIME DILATION is dehhed by

_ , 6 r' 51” ,

a). 51 = 6 I b). 51 =f- c). - = 51 d)._'None ofthese
7' 7

iv. In D’ ALEMBERT,s PRINCIPLE the virtual displacements are

a); Independent b). Dependent c). Arbitrary d). both b & c

v. The constraints given by f = (x, y, Z, X, y, 2, l‘) are known as

constraints

a). Non-holonomic b). Scleronomic non-holonomic
c). Holonomic d). Rheonomic non-holonomic

B: Write True or False against each statement: ` (10)

a. The POUR VECTOR is 311 invariant qhahmy.

ii. The FOUR MOMENTUM is a scalar quantity.

iii. E0 = m C2 is called the rest-energy.

lv- All FOUR VELGCITY vectors have not a constant magnitude

v. The Tll\/IE-LIKE vectors represents the actual path of a physical object in space over time.

__ l _ -1 _‘_ . 2 _‘_ & Z >

va. The LAGRANGIAN of a free pamexe is L - 5 m (X 3* - ~

vii, If, in a given LAGRANGIAN, df(q,,q2,, .,q,,)/dt is added, the Lagrange’s DOM do not change.
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C:

The non-holonomic constraint equation involve the quantities depending upon the position or possibly the

time.

The constraints given by f(x,y,z)=O are known as REONOMIC HOLONOMIC constraints.

F= - ma represents the reversedveffective force.

Fill in the blank:
(5)

i. The determinant of the LORENTZ transfonnation is _

ii. For null vectors the magnitude of velocity v is equal to .

iii, The mass ofa stable nucleus is always the sum ofthe masses of its constituent particles

iv. The binding energy is usually measured in .

v. The HAMILTONIAN function is obtained from transformation.

Q.2. Write short answer of the following :
(20)

i. Wiite down the postulates of SPECIAL RELATIVITY.

ii. Define LENGTH-CONTRACTION.

M Write down one-dimensional LORENTZ transformations.

iv. A car moves at a speed 160 km/h. If the length of the car is 2.4 m,

calculate the decrease in the length as noted by a stationary observer.

v. Define binding energy with example.

vi. Define generalized- coordinates

w

vii. Define FOUR MOMENTUM.

vm. beans LAGRANGE braeker.

ix

x

Define D’ ALEMBERT’s PRINCIPLE.

Considering one particle case, show that the LAGRANGIAN EOM simply

yields the Newton’s second law of motion.

J
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Note: Attempt any three questions. All questions carry equal marks.

Q. 3. a. Derive General LORENTZ transformations
(l0)

b. Let rv : rv  ); 05 : 1: 2 a 3 a ~ - -H -then prove that kinetic energy satisties the

I1 I1

relations; (i) T Z E X a U/3 q 11 q /3 where agp are the functions ofqa

or = I B =1

q6T+_ 6T.+_+. 6T_2T
(]i)_ l ` . q 2_ . ‘ ° ' q n . '_' (10)

6 q l
6  2

6 q M

Q. 4. a. When an observer records an event at JC = 3 .2 >< 10 8 l’l’l and l‘=2.5S in a rest

frame S Find its respective coordinates in frame S' moving with velocity 0.38c. (10)

b. Derive LAGRANGE equations of motion for non-conservative' system, when constraints are

non- holonomic.

(l0)

Q 5. a. Explain NULL CONE structure
(l 0)

b. Show directly that the following transfonnations areCANON1CAL1
(l0)

.
l _

_

(1). P = log (--sin p), Q = q cotp (ii). P = iOg(Sll‘l p), Q = p tan q

C]
sm

Q. 6. a. Prove that fy = H dmfdg, then show that f,,= VD, where t] is the

force defined for a system of particle and  represents the 3- force.
(10)

b. DeriveLAGRANGE equation of motion for holonomic system. Also, show that, for

a conservative system, it reduces to

a' 6 L 6 L L T V

'”’T"_ : """' where = " .
(10)

d t 6 q U 6 q U

Q. 7. a. With usual notations, prove that E2 = P202 + 111064.
(l0)

(10)

b. State and prove NOETHEPJS theorem.
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